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Abstract
We compute the graded Betti numbers of the ideal of “few” (at most n) fat points ofPn with support
in general position, under the assumption that the multiplicities are all equal except one, which has
to be at least twice as much.
We do so by performing a sequence of splittings and applying the graded version given by Fatabbi
(J. Algeb. 242 (2001) 92) of a result of Eliahou and Kervaire (J. Algeb. 129 (1990) 1).
In doing so, we also prove that the ideal of at most n general fat points ofPn is always splittable and
we compute the graded Betti numbers of the product of two ideals whose generators involve disjoint
sets of indeterminates.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 14M05; 13D40; 13D02
0. Introduction
Unlike simple points, little is known about fat points ofPn, even about the generic Hilbert
function. Most of the results about their Hilbert function and graded resolution, are known
only for n= 2 (for a survey, see [3]).
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We deal with “few” fat points ofPn (namely, at most n) with support in general position,
so to assume their support is a subset of the coordinate points hence, in turn, their associated
(saturated) ideal is a monomial ideal: this allows us to make use of the splitting technique
of Eliahou and Kervaire [1].
We ﬁrst show (see Theorem 3.1) that the ideal of r + 1<n+ 1 general fat points of Pn
is a splittable ideal.
This turns out to be the ﬁrst step of a sequence of splittings which, by means of the graded
version of [1, Proposition 3.1] given in [2, Proposition 3.2], allows us to explicitly compute
the graded Betti numbers of such ideals, with the further assumption that the multiplicities
are all equal except one, which has to be at least twice as much (see Theorem 10.1).
The latter assumption is unnecessary when dealing with two fat points (r = 1): in this
case we obtain the graded Betti numbers simply assuming the multiplicities are different
(Theorem 7.1).
By using an analogous splitting technique, Valla [5] had already computed the graded
Betti numbers of two fat points of Pn with the same multiplicities and derived from these,
again by means of splittings, the graded Betti numbers of two fat points ofPn with different
multiplicities.
When r > 1, we need to compute the graded Betti numbers of the product of two ideals
whose generators involve disjoint sets of indeterminates. One of the factors is a power of the
ideal generated by a subset of the indeterminates (except X0), hence its Betti numbers are
known. The other one is not too different (the total Betti numbers are the same—Corollary
9.4), but some of the generating monomials appear multiplied by a suitable power of X0.
We obtain their graded Betti numbers again by a sequence of splittings (see Theorem 9.3).
1. Preliminary deﬁnitions and notation
Let I be a homogeneous ideal of R =K[X0, . . . , Xn]. It is well known that, if
0 → Fs → · · · → Fq → · · · → F0 → I → 0





where 0< q,1< · · ·< q,q and each q,j > 0.
The numbers q,j are called the graded Betti numbers of I , and the numbers q =∑q
j=1q,j are called the total Betti numbers of I .
In the case of monomial ideals, a powerful tool to compute the Betti numbers is the notion
of splittable ideal (introduced in [1]), which we are going to recall.
Following [1], if I is a monomial ideal of R, we denote byG(I ) the (unique) minimal set
of monomial generators of I .
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Deﬁnition. A monomial ideal I is said to be splittable if it is the sum of two non-zero
monomial ideals, U and V and there exists a splitting function
G(U ∩ V ) → G(U)× G(V )
w → ((w),(w))
satisfying the following properties:
(S1) w = l.c.m.((w),(w)), for all w ∈ G(U ∩ V ),
(S2) for every subset G′ ⊂ G(U ∩ V ) both l.c.m.((G′)) and l.c.m.((G′)) strictly divide
l.c.m.(G′).
When I is a splittable ideal, its Betti numbers can be recovered from those of U,V and
U ∩ V ; in fact [2, Proposition 3.2], which is the graded version of [1, Proposition 3.1]:
q,j (I )= q,j (U)+ q,j (V )+ q−1,j (U ∩ V ).
2. Plan of the paper
We are interested in the Betti numbers of the (unique) saturated ideal I associated to a set
of fat points ofPn,X={(P0,m0), (P1,m1), . . . , (Pr ,mr)} (r <n), with support in general
position and with m0m1 · · · mr .
Then we may assume that each Pi = [0 : · · · : 0 : 1 : 0 : · · · : 0], so that its associated
(radical) ideal is ℘i = (X0, . . . , Xi−1, Xi+1, . . . , Xn), and hence I =℘m00 ∩ · · ·∩℘
mr
r turns
out to be a monomial ideal.















and, for each t = 1, . . . , m1,
Gt = {Xa00 Xa11 · · ·Xarr · · ·Xann | aim0 −mi + t, ∀ i = 0, . . . , r;
n∑
i=0
ai =m0 + t;
∃k =  ∈ {0, . . . , r} : ak =m0 −mk + t, a =m0 −m + t}.
This description prescribes that at least two among the exponents of X0, . . . , Xr must
reach the maximum possible value: we shall refer to them as “maximal exponents”.
We ﬁrst prove (Theorem 3.1) that I is a splittable ideal.
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Thereafter, tomake notation and computation easier,we shall assume that (m0, . . . , mr)=
(a, b, . . . , b), with a2b (unless r = 1, in which case we simply assume a >b).
The splittability of I is actually only the ﬁrst step in a sequence of splittings which is
inspired by looking at the set of generators G(I ) described above and by observing that
the indeterminates X1, . . . , Xn do not all play the same role: there are no conditions on the
exponents of Xr+1, . . . , Xn.
Thus, as a ﬁrst step, we rewrite the generators by separating the monomial parts involving
Xr+1, . . . , Xn from those involving the other indeterminates (see Section 4). So, after setting





















1 · · ·Xarr | 1k i − (a − b); a1 + · · · + ar = i;
ah = a − b + k, 1hr; aja − b for j = h
}
∪ {Xb11 · · ·Xbrr |b1 + · · · + br = i; bja − b, 1jr}.
Example. Choose n= 6, r = 3, a = 5 and b = 2. In this case we write
G(I )=M5 + (X1, X2, X3)M4 + (X1, X2, X3)2M3 + (X1, X2, X3)3M2
+ W4M +W5,
where
M = (X4, X5, X6)
and










































































This way of writing the generators, suggests how to proceed in the desired sequence of




(X1, . . . , Xr)
iMa−i , i = 0, . . . , a − b,
(Wi)M
a−i , i = a − b + 1, . . . , a
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and
Ui = (X1, . . . , Xr)i+1Ma−i−1 + · · · + (X1, . . . , Xr)a−bMb +Wa−b+1Mb−1
+ · · · +Wa.
It turns out (see Lemma 5.1) that
Ui ∩ Vi =
{
(X1, . . . , Xr)
i+1Ma−i , i = 0, . . . , a − b − 1,
(Wi+1)Ma−i , i = a − b, . . . , a − 1. .
Therefore, by [2, Proposition 3.2],
q,j (I )= q,j (V0)+ · · · + q,j (Va)+ q−1,j (U0 ∩ V0)

















which means that, in order to compute the graded Betti numbers of I , we must be able to
compute those of ideals either of type (X1, . . . , Xr)iMa−i or of type (Wi)Ma−i .
In order to deal with the products, we perform another sequence of splittings (see






where J will equal either (Wi) or (X1, . . . , Xr)i (and in the latter case the Betti numbers
are known).
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We are still left with the problem of computing the graded Betti numbers of each (Wi),
and we solve this in Section 9, again by performing a sequence of splittings.
Finally, we are able to obtain the main theorem (Theorem 10.1), in which we give the
graded Betti numbers of I in a closed form.
Let us see how all of this works with an example.
Example. In the case of the example above (n= 6, r = 3, a = 5, b = 2), we have
V0 =M5, V1 = (X1, X2, X3)M4, V2 = (X1, X2, X3)2M3, V3 = (X1, X2, X3)3M2;
V4 =W4M, V5 =W5.
Moreover:
U0 ∩ V0 = (X1, X2, X3)M5, U1 ∩ V1 = (X1, X2, X3)2M4,
U2 ∩ V2 = (X1, X2, X3)3M3; U3 ∩ V3 =W4M2, U4 ∩ V4 =W5M.
Since the Betti numbers of theMi’s are known and those of the (Wi)’s are computed in
Theorem 9.3, after plugging the numbers in, we obtain
0,5(I )= 234, 0,6(I )= 15, 0,7(I )= 3;
1,6(I )= 960, 1,7(I )= 75, 1,8(I )= 15;
2,7(I )= 1620, 2,8(I )= 150, 2,9(I )= 30;
3,8(I )= 1395, 3,9(I )= 150, 3,10(I )= 30;
4,9(I )= 610, 4,10(I )= 75, 4,11(I )= 15;
5,10(I )= 108, 5,11(I )= 15, 5,12(I )= 3.
Therefore a minimal graded resolution of I is given by
0 → R(−10)108 ⊕ R(−11)15 ⊕ R(−12)3
→ R(−9)610 ⊕ R(−10)75 ⊕ R(−11)15 →
→ R(−8)1395 ⊕ R(−9)150 ⊕ R(−10)30
→ R(−7)1620 ⊕ R(−8)150 ⊕ R(−9)30 →
→ R(−6)960 ⊕ R(−7)75 ⊕ R(−8)15
→ R(−5)234 ⊕ R(−6)15 ⊕ R(−7)3 → I → 0.
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3. Splittability of monomial fat points ideals
When m0 =m1 = · · · =mr , [2] proves that I is a splittable ideal and begins a recursive
procedure which suggests that it is possible to ﬁnd the graded Betti numbers by iterating
this procedure.
In this section we start by proving that the (monomial) ideal of r + 1<n+ 1 general fat
points of Pn is a splittable ideal.
If m is a monomial in K[X0, . . . , Xn], we shall denote
min(m)=min{j = 0, . . . , n : Xj |m}.
Also recall that we denotedM = (Xr+1, . . . , Xn).
Theorem 3.1. The ideal of r + 1<n+ 1 general fat points of Pn is splittable.
Proof. The case m0 = · · · =mr is covered by Theorem 5.1 of [2]; thus we assume v is the











Now set V =Mm0 and let U be the ideal generated by G(I )\G(V ).
We want to show that U,V are a splitting of I with intersection ideal
({XiXj |0 i < jv} ∪ {Xv+1, . . . , Xr})Mm0 .
One inclusion is clear, since ({XiXj |0 i < jv})Mm0−1 ⊂ G1 and (Xv+1, . . . , Xr)
M
m0−1 ⊂ G0.
To see the other inclusion, let Xb00 · · ·Xbnn ∈ U ∩ V . Then there is a monomial m ∈
G(M
m0
) which divides it, and so Xbr+1r+1 · · ·Xbnn ∈ M
m0
. On the other hand, there is also
a monomial m′ ∈ G(I )\G(V ) which divides it. If there is an index v <hr such that
Xh|m′, then Xb00 · · ·Xbnn ∈ ({Xv+1, . . . , Xr})M
m0
. Otherwise, m′ ∈ Gt , for some t > 0,
whence there are two indices k = , necessarily in the range {0, . . . , v}, such that Xk
and X occur in m′ with maximal exponents (=t), i.e. XtkXt|m′; therefore Xb00 · · ·Xbnn ∈
({XiXj |0 i < jv})Mm0 .
Now it is easy to check that the following is a splitting function








where w equals either XiXj (0 i < jv), or Xh (v <hr). 
Remark. Clearly the technique of Theorem 3.1 does not work for the ideal of n+1 general
fat points of Pn. Somehow one should expect it to be splittable as well, but so far we don’t
have a proof of it, nor do we know of any counterexample.
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4. Rewriting the generators
In this sectionwe rewrite the generators of I by separating idealswhose generators involve
only X0, X1, . . . , Xr , from powers of the “residual” idealM = (Xr+1, . . . , Xn).
As mentioned in Section 2, from now on we assume (m0, . . . , mr)= (a, b, . . . , b), with
a2b, whenever r > 1.
First we observe that, under these assumptions, the exponent of X0 must always be
maximal, as the following shows.
Lemma 4.1. If Xao0 Xa11 · · ·Xann ∈ Gt , for some t = 1, . . . , b, then a0 = t .
Proof. When r=1, then necessarily bothX0 andX1 have “maximal” exponents, as required
in the deﬁnition of Gt . In particular, a0 = t .
When r > 1, if Xa00 X
a1
1 · · ·Xann ∈ Gt , for some t = 1, . . . , b, then the (at least) two
“maximal” exponents cannot be both in the range {1, . . . , r}. In fact, if ak = a− b+ t = a,




aiak + a = 2(a − b + t) > a + t,
for a2b.
Thus the exponent of X0 must be maximal (i.e. a0 = t). 
Now, for each i = a − b + 1, . . . , a, deﬁne
Wi = {Xk0Xa11 · · ·Xarr |1k i − (a − b); a1 + · · · + ar = i;
ah = a − b + k, 1hr; aja − b for j = h}
∪{Xb11 · · ·Xbrr |b1 + · · · + br = i; bja − b, 1jr}.
A straightforward proof yields the following
Remark 4.2.
















Proof. Clearly G((X1, . . . , Xr)iMa−i ) ⊂ G0. Furthermore, monomials of type
Xk0X
a1
1 · · ·Xa−b+kh · · ·Xarr m (k = 1, . . . , i − (a − b)b; aja − b), with m ∈ Ma−i ,
belong to Gk and those of type Xb11 · · ·Xbrr m, with
∑
bj = i andm ∈ Ma−i , belong to G0.
Thus the right-hand side is contained in the left-hand side.
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To see the other inclusion, let g = Xa11 · · ·Xarr m ∈ G0, with i =
∑
aja and m ∈
M
a−i
. Now, if i =∑ aja − b, then g ∈ (X1, . . . , Xr)iMa−i ; otherwise, g ∈ WiMa−i .
Finally, let g = Xt0Xa11 · · ·Xa−b+th · · ·Xarr m ∈ Gt ; then g ∈ WiMa−i , with
i =∑ aj + a − b + t . 
5. The sequence of splittings
In the case we are focusing on (m0=a, m1=· · ·=mr =b, with a2b, when r > 1), we
want to iterate the procedure of Theorem 3.1 to a sequence of splittings, so that the splitting
(U, V ) of I there given will become the initial step of the sequence, i.e. (U, V )= (U0, V0).
To this end, for each i = 0, . . . , a, set
Vi =
{
(X1, . . . , Xr)
iMa−i , i = 0, . . . , a − b,
(Wi)M
a−i , i = a − b + 1, . . . , a.
Furthermore, inductively deﬁne U0 = (G(I )\G(V0)); and
Ui = (G(Ui−1)\G(Vi)), ∀i = 1, . . . , a − 1.
In other words, for each i = 0, . . . , a − 1, we have
Ui = (X1, . . . , Xr)i+1Ma−i−1 + · · · + (X1, . . . , Xr)a−bMb +Wa−b+1Mb−1
+ · · · +Wa.
Notice that, from Proposition 4.3, we obtain that Ua−1 = Va =Wa .
Also observe that the pair (U0, V0) is indeed the splitting of I given in Theorem 3.1.
Our aim is to prove that, for each i=1, . . . , a−1, the pair (Ui, Vi) is a splitting ofUi−1.
Lemma 5.1. The following hold
Ui ∩ Vi =
{
(X1, . . . , Xr)
i+1Ma−i , i = 0, . . . , a − b − 1,
(Wi+1)Ma−i , i = a − b, . . . , a − 1.
Proof. Obviously, for all i = 1, . . . , a − b − 1, (X1, . . . , Xr)i+1Ma−i is contained in
(X1, . . . , Xr)
i+1Ma−i−1 and, for all i = a − b, . . . , a − 1, (Wi+1)Ma−i is contained in
(Wi+1)Ma−i−1, and these are both contained in Ui , by construction. On the other hand, by
Remark 4.2, for all i=0, . . . , a−b−1, we have that (X1, . . . , Xr)i+1Ma−i is contained in
(X1, . . . , Xr)
iMa−i = Vi , that (Wa−b+1)Mb is contained in (X1, . . . , Xr)a−bMb = Va−b
and, for all i = a − b, . . . , a − 1, that (Wi+1)Ma−i is contained in (Wi)Ma−i = Vi .
To see the other inclusion, let f be a monomial inUi ∩Vi . Then there existm ∈ G(Ma−i )
and another monomial n either inG((X1, . . . , Xr))j or inWj (with j i+ 1) which divide
f . Hence l.c.m.(n,m)= nm|f .
Now, if i < a − b, then, by Remark 4.2, nm ∈ (X1, . . . , Xr)i+1Ma−i , hence so does f ;
while if ia − b, then, again by Remark 4.2, nm ∈ Wi+1Ma−i , hence so does f . 
Theorem 5.2. For each i = 1, . . . , a − 1, the pair (Ui, Vi) is a splitting of Ui−1.
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Proof. By Lemma 5.1, an element of G(Ui ∩ Vi) is of the form nm, where n belongs
either to G
(
(X1, . . . , Xr)
i+1) or toWi+1, and m ∈ G(Ma−i ), i.e. m=Xar+1r+1 · · ·Xann , with
ar+1 + · · · + an = a − i.
Now deﬁne  : G(Ui ∩ Vi) −→ G(Ui) by setting nm → n mXmin(m) .
In order to deﬁne  : G(Ui ∩ Vi) → G(Vi) so that the pair (,) will be a splitting
function, we need to distinguish two cases.
First assume i < a − b; then, by Lemma 5.1, n ∈ G((X1, . . . , Xr)i+1). In this case we
deﬁne  by sending nm to n
Xmin(n)
m.
Now assume ia− b; then, again by Lemma 5.1, either n=Xb11 · · ·Xbrr (with bja−
b, ∀j , and∑ bj = i+1) or n=Xk0Xa11 · · ·Xa−b+kh · · ·Xarr , with k=1, . . . , i+1− (a−b).
Then we deﬁne  by setting nm → n
Xmin(n)




6. Technical combinatorial results
Before performing any computation, we need a few combinatorial Lemmas.











, c < 0<d,
1, d = 0,
0, c = 0<d,
0, d < 0<c,
0, 0<c<d.























Proof. Write out each binomial coefﬁcient and simplify, by using the binomial addition
formula ([4, (i), p. 1] and [4, (iv), p. 3]. 
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Proof. We ﬁrst switch from  to + 1 in the second sum to obtain
(

























By Lemma 6.1, for c = u− + s − 2 and d = u− +m, we obtain
(


































































Now we apply [4, (iv), p. 3] to the second summand and obtain
=
(























which yields the desired result. 
We add a technical combinatorial Lemma, which will be useful to shorten the proof of
the main theorem (Theorem 10.1).
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i + r − 1
i + p
)(
i + p − 1
p
)(
a − i + n− r − 1



















a − i + n− r − 1




a − i + q − p − 2






a − i + n− r − 2





















i − (a − b)+ r − 2
r − 1
)(
a − i + n− r − 1
















i − (a − b)+ r − 1
r − 1
)(
a − i + n− r − 1




a − i + q − p − 2















i + r − 1
i + q
)(
i + q − 1
q
)(















a − i + n− r − 2



















a − i + n− r − 1




a − i + q − p − 2
q − p − 1
)
,
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so that, by Lemma 6.1 (for c= a− i + n− r − 2, d = a− i + q −p− 1 andm= q −p),
we are done.







i − (a − b)+ r − 2
r − 1
)(












i − (a − b)+ r − 1
r − 1
)(
a − i + n− r − 2
















i − (a − b)+ r − 1
r − 1
)(
a − i + n− r − 1




a − i + q − p − 2
q − p − 1
)
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i − (a − b)+ r − 2
r − 1
)(












i − (a − b)+ r − 1
r − 1
)(
a − i + n− r − 2











i − (a − b)+ r − 1
r − 1
)(
a − i + n− r − 2




















i − (a − b)+ r − 1
r − 1
)(
a − i + n− r − 2











where the last equality follows from [4, (3-c), p. 9]. 
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7. Graded Betti numbers of two fat points
In the next sections we shall need r > 1, so here we separately deal with the case r = 1,
which, besides being easier to compute, requires only the hypothesis a = b (hence a >b).
In this case,
Wi =Xi−(a−b)0 Xi1
and, from Lemma 5.1,
Ui ∩ Vi =
{






a−i , i = a − b, . . . , a − 1,












































Now observe that q,j−i (Ma−i ) and q−1,j−(i+1)(Ma−i ) are different from 0 only for
j = q + a, while q,j−2i+a−b(Ma−i ) = 0 only for j = q + i + b>q + a (for i > a − b)














a − i + n− 2
a − i + q
)(







a − i + n− 2
a − i + q − 1
)(




thus, by Lemma 6.2 (with k = a − b, u= a, = i, s = n and m= q),
q,q+a(I )=
(
a + n− 1
a + q
)(
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On the other hand, for each j = q + a + 1, . . . , q + a + b,
q,j (I )= q(Ma−j+q+b)+ q−1(Ma−j+q+b+1)
=
(
a − j + q + b + n− 2
a − j + 2q + b
)(





a − j + q + b + n− 1
a − j + 2q + b
)(




hence, by Lemma 6.1 (with c= a − j + q + b+ n− 2, d = a − j + 2q + b and m= q),
q,j (I )=
(
a − j + q + b + n− 2











a + n− 1
a + q
)(











and, for q + a < jq + a + b,
q,j (I )=
(
a − j + q + b + n− 2






The numbers above coincide with those computed by Valla [5], and, for n = 3, prove
Conjecture 1 in [2].
8. Graded Betti numbers of the products
When r > 1 and a2b (which now are our standing assumptions), in order to compute
the graded Betti numbers of eachVi (and eachUi∩Vi) wemust be able to deal with ideals of
the type JMd , where the generators of J do not involve the indeterminates {Xr+1, . . . , Xn}
(or more generally {Xi1 , . . . , Xit }, consequently settingM = (Xi1 , . . . , Xit )).








Lemma 8.1. The following hold:
(1) For each = 0, . . . , d − 1, U ′ ∩ V ′ =X+1r+1JLd−.
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(2) (U ′0, V ′0) is a splitting of JMd and, for each = 1, . . . , d − 1, (U ′, V ′) is a splitting of
V ′−1.
Proof. In order to prove (1), letm ∈ U ′∩V ′ . ThenX+1r+1|m and there exist u ∈ G(J ), v ∈
G(Ld−) such that uv|m. Since Xr+1 and uv are relatively prime, we obtain X+1r+1uv|m.
The other inclusion is obvious.








Proposition 8.2. Let J be an ideal of R generated by monomials which do not involve






Proof. First of all, for simplicity of notation and without loss of generality, we may assume
{Xi1 , . . . , Xit } = {Xr+1, . . . , Xn} and then proceed by induction on t = n− r .
If r + 1= n then we have q,j (XdnJ )= q,j−d(J ), as required in this case.

































































d − l + n− r − 2
d − l + q − p
)(







d − l + n− r − 2
d − l + q − p − 1
)(
d − l + q − p − 2
q − p − 1
)
,
which, by Lemma 6.2 (with k = u= d, s = n− r and m= q − p), equals(
d + n− r − 1
d + q − p
)(





n− r − 2
n− r − 1
)(




as we wished. 
9. Graded Betti numbers of the (Wi)’s
Now, for each i= a− b+ 1, . . . , a, we need to compute the graded Betti numbers of the
ideals (Wi).
To do so, we perform a sequence of splittings, by deﬁning, for each = 0, . . . , i,
U ′′ = ({m ∈ Wi : X1|m, X+11 |/m}),
and, for each = 0, . . . , i − 1,
V ′′ = ({m ∈ Wi : X+11 |m}).
Notice that U ′′i = V ′′i−1.
As we shall proceed by induction on r , we set N = (X2, . . . , Xr) and denote byW ′i the
analog ofW in the indeterminates {X0, X2, . . . , Xr}, i.e.
W ′i = {Xk0Xa22 · · ·Xarr |1k i − (a − b); a2 + · · · + ar = i;
ah = a − b + k, 2hr; aja − b for j = h}
∪ {Xb22 · · ·Xbrr |b2 + · · · + br = i; bja − b, 2jr}.
Then:
Lemma 9.1. The following hold:






i−), = 0, . . . , i − (a − b)− 1,
X1N






i−, = a − b, . . . , i.
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(2) For all = 0, . . . , i − 1,
U ′′ ∩ V ′′ =


(X+11 W ′i−), = 0, . . . , i − (a − b)− 1,






i−, = a − b, . . . , i − 1.
Proof. Toprove (1), letX1m ∈ G(U ′′ ).When>a−b, thennecessarilym ∈ X−(a−b)0 Ni−.
Now assume a − b and observe that, if there is h = 2, . . . , r such that Xahh |m, with
ah >a − b, then < i − (a − b). Thus, when  i − (a − b), we have that m ∈ Ni−.
Finally assume 0< i − (a − b), then either X0 divides m or not, but in both cases
m ∈ W ′i−.
The other inclusion is easy.
To see (2), let X+11 m ∈ U ′′ .
When  = 0, . . . , i − (a − b) − 1, by (1), there exists a monomial n ∈ W ′i− such that
X1n|X+11 m, thus n|m, and so we are done.
When  = i − (a − b), . . . , a − b − 1, by (1), there is a monomial n ∈ G(Ni−) such
that X1n|X+11 m, thus n|m, and so we are done.
When a−b, we necessarily havem=X+1−(a−b)0 m′ and, as above, there is amonomial
n ∈ G(Ni−) such that X−(a−b)0 X1n|X+1−(a−b)0 X+11 m′, thus n|m′, and so we are done.
The other inclusion is obvious. 
We can rephrase (2) of Lemma 9.1 by saying




 , = 0, . . . , a − b − 1,
X0X1U ′′ , = a − b, . . . , i − 1.
Proposition 9.2. For each i = a − b + 1, . . . , a, the pair (U ′′0 , V ′′0 ) is a splitting of (Wi)
and, for all = 1, . . . , i − 1, the pair (U ′′ , V ′′ ) is a splitting of V ′′−1.





, = 0, . . . , a − b − 1,
m
X0X1
, = a − b, . . . , i − 1.









if m=Xk0X22 · · ·Xa−b+kh · · ·Xrr .
Now let a − b and deﬁne  by setting m → m
Xmin(m)
.
It is not hard to check that (,) is a splitting function. 
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, q + i < jq + 2i
−(a − b).





































=i−(a−b) q−1,j−−1(Ni−) are different




i − + r − 2
i − + q
)(






i − + r − 2
i − + q − 1
)(




On the other hand, q,j−2+a−b(Ni−) is different from 0 only for j = q+ i− (a− b)+






q + 2i − (a − b)− j + r − 2
2(q + i)− (a − b)− j
)(











q + 2i − (a − b)− j + r − 1
2(q + i)− (a − b)− j
)(




where j = q + i − (a − b)− + 1>q + i.
Now, we proceed by induction on r .
For r=2, we have thatN=(X2) andW ′i−={Xi−(a−b)−0 Xi−2 }, for every =0, . . . , i−




0,i−(Ni−)= 2(a − b)− i + 1









0,i−(Ni−)= 2(a − b)− i




0,j−(W ′i−)+ 0(N2i−(a−b)−j+1)= 2,
as expected.

























































, j > q + i
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i − + r − 2
i − + q
)(















i − + r − 2
i − + q
)(







i − + r − 2
i − + q − 1
)(















i − + r − 2
i − + q − 1
)(







i − + r − 2
i − + q
)(
i − + q − 1
q
)














i − + r − 2
i − + q − 1
)(







i − + r − 2
i − + q
)(
i − + q − 1
q
)












i − + r − 2
i − + q − 1
)(
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Now, by applying Lemma 6.2, with k = a − b, u= i, s = r and m= q, we get
q,q+i (Wi)=
(
i + r − 1
i + q
)(




















and thus q,q+i (Wi) is as predicted.
Now let us consider any j = q + i + 1, . . . , q + 2i − (a − b). Then, after recalling (†)




























q + 2i − (a − b)− j + r − 2
2(q + i)− (a − b)− j
)(
















q + 2i − (a − b)− j + r − 1
2(q + i)− (a − b)− j
)(
2(q + i)− (a − b)− j − 1
q − 1
)












q + 2i − (a − b)− j + r − 2
2(q + i)− (a − b)− j
)(





q + 2i − (a − b)− j + r − 1
2(q + i)− (a − b)− j
)(
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by Lemma 6.1, with c = q + 2i − (a − b)− j + r − 2, d = 2(q + i)− (a − b)− j and
m= q.
On the other hand, by recalling that j > q + i, we have that, as  ranges from 0 to




















and so we are done. 
A straightforward computation shows that
Corollary 9.4. For each i= a− b+ 1, . . . , a, the ideals (Wi) and (X1, . . . , Xr)i have the
same total Betti numbers.
10. Graded Betti numbers of monomial fat points ideals
Finally, we are ready to compute the graded Betti numbers of I .
Theorem 10.1. Let I be the ideal of r+1<n+1 general fat points ofPn with multiplicities
(a, b, . . . , b), where a2b. For each q = 1, . . . , n− 1,
q,q+a(I )=
(
a + n− r − 1
a + q
)(







a − i + n− r − 2



















b − 1+ n− 1
n− 1
)
and, for each j = q + a, . . . , q + a + b,
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Proof. By using Theorem 5.2 and applying [2, Proposition 3.2] (after recalling thatUa−1=
Va =Wa) and Lemma 5.1, we can write
q,j (I )= q,j (V0)+ · · · + q,j (Va)
+ q−1,j (U0 ∩ V0)

















Observe thatq,j ((X1, . . . , Xr)iMa−i ) andq−1,j ((X1, . . . , Xr)i+1Ma−i ) are non-zero
only for j = q + a. Also, recall that V0 = Ma , and so q,q+a(V0) = q(Ma). Thus, by






























a + n− r − 1
a + q
)(









i + r − 1
i + p
)(
i + p − 1
p
)(
a − i + n− r − 1













i + r − 1
i + p
)(
i + p − 1
p
)(
a − i + n− r − 1




a − i + q − p − 1
q − p
)










i − (a − b)+ r − 2
r − 1
)(
a − i + n− r − 1



















a − i + n− r − 1




a − i + q − p − 2














a − i + n− r − 1




a − i + q − p − 2











i − (a − b)+ r − 1
r − 1
)(
a − i + n− r − 1




a − i + q − p − 2




a + n− r − 1
a + q
)(









i + r − 1
i + p
)(
i + p − 1
p
)(
a − i + n− r − 1
















i − (a − b)+ r − 2
r − 1
)(
a − i + n− r − 1



















a − i + n− r − 1




a − i + q − p − 2
q − p − 1
)










i − (a − b)+ r − 1
r − 1
)(
a − i + n− r − 1




a − i + q − p − 2




a + n− r − 1
a + q
)(







a − i + n− r − 2






















by (1) and (2) of Lemma 6.3.











= 0 for p<q + r − n.




























a − i + n− r − 1
a − i + q − p
)(


















a − i + n− r − 1
a − i + q − p − 1
)(
a − i + q − p − 2
q − p − 1
)
.
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q + i + b − j + r − 2
r − 2
)(
a − i + n− r
a − i + q − p
)(
a − i + q − p − 1











q + i + b − j + r − 2
r − 2
)(


















a − i + n− r − 1
a − i + q − p
)(


















a − i + n− r
a − i + q − p
)(
a − i + q − p − 1
q − p − 1
)
,









q + i + b − j + r − 2
r − 2
)(




































































q + i + b − j + r − 2
r − 2
)(
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Finally, we get the desired result by applying [4, (3-c), p. 9] to the sum above. 
Remark. Observe that, for q = n− 1, n−1,a+n−1 has a particularly simple form (only the
term p = r − 1 survives), i.e.
n−1,a+n−1(I )=
(
a + n− r − 1
a + n− 1
)(







a − i + n− r − 2
n− r − 1
)(




thus, by [4, (3-c), p. 9],
n−1,a+n−1(I )=
(
a + n− 2
n− 1
)[(
a + n− r − 1





We now compute the total Betti numbers of I , to notice that they do not depend on b,




a + n− r − 1
a + q
)(


















a − i + n− r − 2
n− r − 2
)
.
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